We 
In E-Governance large amount of packets would be transferred between G2G using internet which is unsecured and time consuming . Algorithm has been used to compress the text file.
Using modified Huffman Algorithm:
Step1. The extracted text file is taken as input.
Individual character and their probabilities of occurrences are determined.
Step2. Probability of occurrences of each of the characters is considered as the weight of that character.
Step3. Huffman tree is constructed from the sorted weights considering the minimum weights as the leaf node.
Step4. Visiting all of the external nodes starting from the root node every time generates binary encoded string corresponding to individual character.
Step5. Shorter bit strings represent the characters in the input text file with more occurrences and longer bit strings represent characters with fewer occurrences.
Step6. The compressed file having individual character, length of its corresponding binary encoded string and the binary encoded string (together known as header) is created .
Step7. The binary encoded string corresponding to the content of the input text file in compressed form is stored after the header part.
The primary difficulty associated with variable-length code words is that the rate at which bits are presented to the transmission channel will fluctuate, depending on the 
So that MD = H(M),
Given M, it is easy to compute MD Given MD, it is hard to compute M such that
Given M, it is hard to find another message, M1, such
that H(M) =H(M1).
If any two messages produce the same message digest ,thus violating the principle which is known as collision. consisting of a finite set of bits. Now, during this process of decomposition, the way by which the source stream was decomposed during encryption is to be followed, so that corresponding to each block, which is effectively the target block, the source block can be generated. We discuss that scheme under the proposed technique, through which a source block is generated from a block in the encrypted stream of bits. 
Decompression from Receiver end
Now receiver Government transfer the binary format to text file using header. De compression algorithm used to decompressed. Note that the last character will be retrieved according to the padding value is written very after $$(indicating end of header).
Import this text file to required database.
Ultimate objective is to get the required database which was send from the sender Government.
No alteration in data in the database.
If it is possible to import this text file as a database then we come to conclusion that no alteration of data in table of the concern database.
Efficiency of techniques.
As in total at most sixty different characters (including all numeric , alphanumeric and special characters ) can be used so header will be fixed for any number of fields and records. Hence the significance of using compression algorithm is justified for however large the database of E-Governance data may be.
Hence we can neglect the size of header at the time of compression calculation . Sample output is shown in Appendix 1.0 Also it is secure enough as data integrity can be checked by hash function.
Analyzing the proposed technique from different perspective:
As there is general lack of awareness regarding the benefits of E-Governance as well as the process involved in implementing successful G2G (Government to Government) projects ,the administrative structure is not Corresponding text file "E-GOV.txt"of the above database can be exported as:
===Database E-GOV == Table structure for table ssn   |------ Decompression algorithm applied: Decompression algorithm will be applied to the decryption data from the receiver end and followed by text file to be imported to get the require database as per Figure A 
